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DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
I   ACCESS  TO THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II ACCESS TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III GENERAL INFORMATION ; OPENING MEDITATION; MAYAN CALENDAR
IV HARD NEWS
V GUEST – 2nd HOUR 

I   ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A   BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2;  click on 
“64K Listen”

* Thursday:  9 pm  – 12:00 pm EST  Stargate Round Table Host: MariettaRobert

* Friday:   9 pm – 2 am EST Friday Night Hard News            Hosts: Tara & Rama

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule (64K, 64K, 128K 
player button)

Listen with land-line phone  605.475.1600 Pin Code: 232323#

* Saturday: 2:30 pm  – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA     T  & R

Listen live online    http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule (64K, 64K, 128K 
player button)

Listen with land-line phone  605.475.1600 Pin Code: 13729#

* Friday, Saturday Conference Call:
The call moves from the radio  to the Conference line: 

For 1 hour - 10 – 11 pm EST, then returns to BBS Radio
Listen on the phone    641-715-3650 PIN 353863#
Listen online 641-715-3650 PIN 353863# 

www.freeconferencecallhd.com

Call to ask questions: Canada & US: 1-888-429-5471; 
  International: 530-413-9537

Also Available: BBS Phone Line: 1-716-748-0144 NO PIN REQUIRED: this 
line is very, very clear! 

C  Skype: BBSradio2

D  Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
  ● To access  the FREE BBS archives for any of  these programs: 

   •  Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows 
   •  Scroll down to Stargate Roundtable with MariettaRobert; click on “Library Archives”
   •  Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one 

being at  the top.
   •  You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.

 E  Archives also exist on the 2013 website:  
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http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 
written notes, as well as the audio recordings of the conference calls

II ACCESS  TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:   9 – 10:30 EST Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls 
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950;  PIN 972400#

B    Tuesdays,  2Nd & 4th of each month:  Ashtar on the Road
 9:00 – 10:30  pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others  

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
To access  by Phone: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;  PIN  972400#

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays:  7:00 – 9:00 EST The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern 60-minute conference call with the Collective, 

a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message "YES to Abundance!"

III GENERAL INFORMATION ; PODCAST ADDRESS; OPENING MEDITATION; MAYAN CALENDAR

A: HOST MariettaRobert  

B: SOURCE OF ESOTERIC BOOKS
• Phoenix Books in Columbus OH – all manner of esoteric books that cannot be found 
generally; call 614-264-3100 to get Robert Peters, professional Astrologer & owner

C: INFORMATION ON Dr Keshe: 
Introduction to the website
• There is a wikipedia on the foundation website: lots of definitions and 

answers to questions there too; also a first aid information page - 
• Also the kids workshops; the last 10 workshops by Keshe are about spirit  
• First week in June /17 -  good interview of Keshe by someone from northern 

Europe: he gave directions on how to make GANS with a battery 
• The Kerry Ellis workshops are also good 

Keshe: 
• Week of Aug 3, peace treaties for all the nations signed and sent out to 

196 countries : only the Cherokee Nation responded
• took those involved 8 hours to go through all 196 treaties – done with witnesses, 

 and very ceremonially; they signed them all.
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• then Mr Keshe said: now send thank you notes to all the leaders for signing the 
peace treaty; he was laughing when he said it, but still said “Do it! it will 
cause a ruckus in the offices wondering who signed it!!”

• he’s a genius and knows his strategies!! and the work he does brings forth peace.

D: Podcast: B B S RADIO

https://bbsradio.com/sites/default/files/audio_dirs/stargateroundtable/Stargate_Round_Table_2017-
09-17.mp3

E: Opening Meditation: Angelsu 

F: Mayan Calendar: Rainbird

 • Go to Space  2p  laza.com    – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the 
home page, you can find out what your Mayan birthday is 

 • to learn about the Mayan Calendar, Go to Space  2p  laza.com    which will link you 
further to www.lawoftime.org website for further information.

IV HARD NEWS 
*************

III Mayan Calendar Rainbird

21st Thur – 4 IMIX  in the wave of Etznab, the mirror: a red self-existing dragon in the 1st day of
the 7th unial of the Tzolkein; these are the core days in the Tzolkein – times of tremendous 
continuity in our lives, with all the synchronicity that comes with it. An artist aspect – 
creative, trusting in the Universe, clarity of mind  4 is the crystal clarity of form, the 4 
sacred directions of existence; It’s also the INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE! 

22nd Fri  –  5 IK – equinox, 1st day of fall; another high holy day in the natural ways; a visionary 
aspect, unity of spirit; 5 is centred movement – 12 hours night; 12 hours day – brings the 
changes of the seasons as well as balance

23rd Sat –  6 AKBAL - 6 is tone of rhythm; Akbal the night energy working with our abundance; 
ability to be unseen in the protection of the night; learning from our dream time

24th Sun  – 7 KAN – 7 is the middle tone, top of the mountain – moving from source back to 
matter; Kan the seed – a healing aspect; our openness to life, gift of possibility 

25th Mon –  8 CHICCHAN  serpent energy of Chicchan, a warrior glyph; remember to remember 
the difference between body and soul; remain open to the possiblity of radical change 
within self; 8 

26th Tues  –  9 CIMI – the linker of worlds; a warrior aspect; about forgiveness and moving into a
state of grace; work with transmutation – let go of ego, any controlling behaviour, 
and the belief that life is a struggle – 9 is the expaned awareness  

27th Wed  – 10 MANIK  10 is manifestation – Manik the healing hand, healing self and others, 
creating peace in our lives; gift is being the healer of human kind
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28th Thur –  11 LAMAT 11 of letting go of what no longer serves us; Lamat a visionary aspect 
of the stargate – we have the power to see beyond the gate; a vision quest 
We’re in the energy of the equinox for half of this coming week,  and of the core days

Commentary from Panel Members

The Collective [TC], via Caroline Oceana Ryan [COR]
TC:  want to reassure everyone – looks like disaster yet there is a majority resonance of well-

being on the planet & it’s only increasing; the earth is shifting very powerfully, changing – 
detoxing; 
• There is also an the over-riding sense of well-being on the planet and it has to do with 
the outpouring of love, concern, compassion for all those affected by fire, flood, hurricanes,
earthquakes. They want to surround everyone with a lot of love - especially those who 
have lost children; the children who have passed are moving ahead, transitioning quite 
joyfully,  and want those left behind to do the same. Many lost loved ones in the flood; 
wildlife, forests are lost to fires – all over the world – not just in the US!

• Surround everyone with incredible love; call all in the angels every chance we get; there are forces 
in the universe waiting on us to call on them and we need to call forth, demand forth, the 
energies of assistance as we still have Free Will Choice and must ask

• those being dethroned are kicking and screaming: the “repeal” of the ACA , the sneaky tactics – 
• There are also a lot of people being bought to protect Trump and his crowd, as well as 
people coming forth and getting plea bargains to turn state’s evidence [on those in the 
White House]

• We still need to  concentrate on breathing, calling divine light and send a ray of light from our 
hearts, and ask the angels to send in whatever vibrations are needed for each situation 

Omena:  with all going back in the world, and Mother Nature doing her thing – if you have any 
intentions of moving, be sure and move 60 miles in from the shore wherever you live or 
move to in the world, as well as the US
• She is having conferences with the Karmic Board right now

• There is one for Mother Earth and a lot of masters are on it; they give advice and 
give O assistance in how she can help people and with questions of her own: is 
she on the right path, how can she help more, etc

• she’s worked with them before and is now back with them; had her first session with 
them today – they do have a sense of humour – most of the masters have been 
incarnated so have some insights into life on the planet; will not interfere unless we 
ask.

Randy: Greetings – hang on to your hats; this equinox energy is lifting us up higher and higher

O: send the golden light out to everybody 

Hard News

RAMA: Greetings, everyone! Happy International Day of Peace!

TARA: And happy first day of Rosh Hashanah!

R: Yes! On a lighter note, I got to talk to Yoko Ono today, by direct message on Twitter. That 
hasn’t happened before. 
•  She shared with me, “John is here.” This is a huge deal! She’s saying, as the energies 

are going up and up and up now, as we are making this all-out effort to create 
Peace on the planet, it’s making a difference . . . even though the demons are still 
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warmongering in the House of Micah [the United Nations], which is supposed to be 
a House of Peace, in New York City. 
• The Grump made a complete fool of himself before the whole world, and the whole
world saw it.

 • Yoko:  send these lifeforms more love, more than we can dream or imagine right now! 
It’s a very intense time. All the while, they’re playing with stuff.

•  They’re playing with the weather machines to piggyback on the hurricanes. Also 
the increase in the fluctuations of the Sun as it’s going through its 
transfiguration, going up and up and up—it’s affecting all the planets in our 
solar system, especially the polar regions, both north and south. 

• This is creating all kinds of gyrations within our own bodies, as the [energy] 
particles go up and up. 

•  In response to a panel member’s question: Yes, there have been solar flares, and as the solar 
waves are only increasing, this adds to the fluctuations in our weather patterns. [These 
same kinds of fluctuations are happening in the weather patterns of all the other planets in
our solar system – and beyond.The whole Universe is on its ear right now!]
• We have climate change, and it is about so much carbon dioxide – CO2 -in the air. 

Since the start of the Industrial Age [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_Revolution] 
we’ve made the transition to “new manufacturing processes in the period from about 1760 
to sometime between 1820 and 1840. This transition included going from hand production 
methods to machines, new chemical manufacturing and iron production processes, the 
increasing use of steam power, the development of machine tools and the rise of the 
factory system.” all of which was made possible of coal. This has increased our reliance on 
fossil fuels  and as Nicola Tesla came along and said, “All we have to do is create free 
energy”, the empire builders rejected that thought and have created Jurassic Park instead. 
And the CO2 continues to go up and up and up, all for the sake of profit for a few. 

• These dinosaurs [reptilians] are trying to take over. However, they’re failing miserably 
because they have genetically bred love OUT of themselves, along with attempting to do 
the same for the entire human race by means of mind control and the reversal of the 
genetic code.  

• R spoke with the King of Swords and Lady Master Nada today for a minute or so, and they 
said, “Everything is rolling out right now, as Mr Mueller— who is compromised, meaning he
is not allowed by his overlords to tackle 9/11 or that it was an inside job – is going right 
into the White House, and Mr [Don] Grump Jr—they’re scrambling to fund his legal fees.
• And everyone else on the White House staff is lawyering up, and their lawyers are also 
lawyering up. And the tension is going up and up and up. 

• Meanwhile the subject of 9/11 as an inside job is completely off limits to Mr Mueller and 
his team, due to the instructions from his overlords. [Also, everyone on the White House 
staff is packing heat – just to make things a little more interesting!]
• The legal fees for this fiasco are so astronomical, I can’t even give figures. . . . more than

eight figures!
T: The Grump collected $107 million for his Inauguration Day. Obama collected $53 million

for this Inauguration in 2009. They’re [The Grumps] dipping into those funds for 
their lawyering up fees.

COR: Where does that money come from? Campaign donations? 
T: These were donations made for the campaigns, including for Inauguration Day costs.
R: It’s coming from the RNC [republican national committee]—their stash of money, along with 

the other shadowy billionaires’ contributions.
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T: Yet since it always comes from the people though for the campagin and the inauguration, on 
that level, is that legal, for them to dip into that for his son’s legal fees? He’s not letting 
other people dip into that— other people in the White House who need to lawyer up are on 
their own. He’s using those campaign funds only for his extended family.

R: This is larger than Watergate, by leaps and bounds. And Lady Nada and the King of Swords
said to work with the Violet Flame and the transmuting energies of the healing 
Angels, for all situations now. 

R: [For Hurricanes] Harvey and Jose and Maria. Puerto Rico has absolutely no—
T:  No lights! For possibly [the next] six months! It’s an all island blackout! 

This is more serious than it looks on the surface: for example, people who need 
hospital machines that are powered by electicity, or lights to do emergency surgery,
or lack of communication capacity 
• the important point about all of this is that they planned it this way – the genocide

of American citizens, who are mostly people of colour
• Sept 27: Greg Palast said today that it is already determined that there will be a 

mass outbreak of cholera in Peurto Rico, and the one children’s hospital that 
is open is running out of food.

2017-09-28 Thom Hartmann: The Big Picture Pilot Training: Airlines putting Profits over Safety
https://www.rt.com/shows/big-picture/404839-isis-flood-moore-victory/

Greg Palast and Thom discuss the state Puerto-Rico is in – and whether the government is 
doing enough to save the flooded state. An ISIS Republican in the Senate – Thom discusses 
Roy Moore’s victory in the primaries, and what it means for the whole Republican party. Plus –
why does the GOP want to cut pilot training times? All of that and a Lone Liberal Rumble.

•  Rep. Luis Gutiérrez [IL] from the US Congress said that as we could deploy the 
military, they could have the electricity & communications up and running 
over night – and he said on the air that this is intentional genocide.

R: The Coast Guard is supposed to be there now to rescue people, yet, it’s too little too late!

2017-09-26 Cold Comfort: Trump's refusal to send hospital ship tips his plan to abandon 
Puerto Rico [SEE BELOW For full article]

2017-09-28 The Jones Act, the obscure 1920 shipping regulation strangling Puerto Rico, 
explained [SEE BELOW For full article]

T: Why don’t we get Dr Keshe down there? Our Keshe technician [August 31 Stargate 
guest] from three weeks ago said there is an off-the-grid, no-need-to-plug-it-in 
way to get all the energy you need!

MARIETTA: Yes, there’s a lot of information available, but there are those who, I’m sure, 
would not allow it.

T:  This would be an ideal time for that to enter. That [Puerto Rican electrical grid] system 
is 44 years old, and very shoddy, and now it’s completely ruined. They’d have to 
start all over, with [reinstalling] that old technology – why not use up-to-date 
technology? Answer: Because they have no intention of improving people’s lives – 
only working for their own profit.

R: Lady Master Nada and  the King of Swords said that Mr Ruhani, President of Iran, laid out 
a serious warning to the US. 
[Several years ago, Mr X, a Faction 3 White Knight, connected Rama to Dr Keshe and 

President Ruhani; the information that Rama heard and relayed was the following: 
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should any attempt to attack Iran take place, the Keshe Space Ship Technology will 
be employed immediately: any humans involved will be beamed up to the ships, 
and the technology of planes, submarines, war ships, bombs, helicopters – 
technologies of death – will be reduced to sub-atomic particles and cease to exist.]

T: That Iran will respond if the US crosses its borders in any kind of attack. The US, in the 
Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf; the US Navy has been involved in skirmishes 
with the Iranian Navy, and there have been shots across the bow, both ways.

R: And mistakes could happen. They can escalate radically in a number of seconds.
T: These are intentional maneuvers on the part of the United States Navy,  so no mistakes 

involved, and that’s naughty! [Blaze the Violet Fire!]

R: The US has opened a US military base in Israel; it’s a joint [US/Israeli] operation, and 
nobody has said a thing. It’s about them eventually trying to squash Palestine and Iran.
T: Palestine doesn’t even have a state, much less a military!
R: It’s an open air prison. A Gulag.
T: The idea they would have this military base to squash Palestine is the most moronic 

thing I’ve ever heard. They [dark hats] want a base in the Middle East for WWIII.

T: Rama, did you say Niburu is not going to hit the Earth on Saturday the 23rd? [Laughs]
RAMA: Yes, It’s not going to hit the Earth! There is a lot of fear stuff in Chapter 12 of 

Revelations . . . it’s about this story going on between the various intergalactic 
groups, and the Secret Space Command. 
• These other [intergalactic] groups ET Corey [Goode] has talked about—they don’t

want war!
• What could happen at this time—as the King of Swords has put it, quote—“is us 

taking our baby steps out into the Galaxy.” 
•  Yet it’s been going on for a very long time. The people of Earth have not been 

told about the Secret Space Command and all these giant fleets of star ships 
that are right out of Star Gate SG-1 and Stargate SG-Atlantis. It’s terrifying 
on certain levels. 

• They’ve played with it in Hollywood often in negative ways; it’s a shame. In 
movies like Cocoon, there are positive messages about Love, not death!
Let’s bring on more of these types of movies.

R: This is the point that Yoko made to me today. So many people from Hollywood were on 
Twitter today: “As you mess with Obamacare, you will never get another campaign 
contribution from us!”

T: And Obama said, “As you kill Obamacare, you’re all going to have to deal with the bodies!” 
So many people will die at that point.

R: They’re playing with crossing the razor’s edge. I have to pass the talking stick to Captain Ashtar and 
Lord Admiral Sananda Kumara as they are who the cabal will have to deal with every time.

T: The Oracle Report yesterday: [Sept 20/17] [SEE BELOW FOR FULL REPORT]

The degree of the Earth, "light breaking through into many colors as it passes through a 
prism," tells us to break things into their simplest parts in order to understand [inner stand] 
or solve them. If we are experiencing uncertainty, questions, or a feeling of inner emptiness, 
look at the individual components of the situation and then try to see how they fit together.

Light will shine to help us see a bigger picture. Beauty shines through with this symbol, which 
perfectly ushers in the month as the Mahavidya Shodashi, Goddess of Beauty and Goddess 
Who Aligns With Our Highest and Best, is at our side.           http://www.oraclereport.com
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•  Kim Jong Un today trumped the Grump’s “Rocket Man” comment. They’re like little kids 
throwing mud in the playground! 

R: The playground fight, and the principal has to break it up!

T: [Reading from Oracle Report]

The true alignment is maintaining focus, applying oneself, maintaining direction, one’s 
true path . . . 

Earth: "a majestic rock formation resembling a face is idealized by a boy who takes it up as his ideal 
of greatness, and as he grows up, begins to look like it"

True Alignments: setting/achieving goals or outcome, seizing one’s will/willpower, wishes granted 
/hope fulfilled, culmination or coming to a conclusion, tangible, physical manifestation of or progress

The message of the Sabian symbols is short, simple, and sweet today: Aim high and carry out.

Summary of the Oracle Report –
•  Jupiter + Uranus = BIG CHANGES.
•  Uranus does not make changes unless it is necessary 

• the up or down vote on the health care bill is on the 28th 

T: And Sen. Tim Kaine last night was unbelievably clear about the situation with the healthcare, on

All In with Chris Hayes 

•  Tim Kaine is a former vice presidential nominee for the 2016 election. He 
now sits on the committee with oversight for healthcare. The normal process 
would be to have hearings for this bill, but that’s not happening.

All In with Chris Hayes 9/20/17 Kaine: GOP Obamacare repeal plan is a 'big 
smokescreen'
http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/kaine-gop-obamacare-
repeal-plan-is-a-big-smokescreen-1051299907588
Senate Republicans are trying once again to repeal Obamacare. Sen. Tim Kaine of Virginia 
says their plan is actually 'a big smokescreen' for cutting Medicaid and putting those savings 
toward their yet-to-be-unveiled tax cut. Duration: 5:20 

2017-09-20   All In with Chris Hayes – Transcript of interview with Sen Tim Kaine re:
the latest Republican ObamaCare repeal bill. [SEE BELOW]

[From http://www.msnbc.com/transcripts/all-in/2017-09-20]

Guest: Omena – soul historian; 

COR: is she seeing increased numbers of angels?
O: yes! And she advises everyone to call in their angels

• One client took O’s advice and there has been much improvement
• ask the angels when you need help – it is so powerful! It works.
O has asked for help and the angels sent the right person – something like an 

automatic remote that people in Home Depot couldn’t help with – she went into
a tiny store and someone fixed it at no charge – angels in disguise
• Gives several other examples.

COR: are you giving tasks to your fairy friends as well?
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O: yes, they find a lot of things for here; there are fairy angels too!!!
• the fairy angels are between fairies and angels – they came to O and said 
they were fairy angels. O described a fairy angel to one of her clients; turned 
out the woman had the same fairy angel tattooed on her ankle.
• Another person had a daughter who was extremely limited – can’t talk, move 

– yet the daughter’s soul talked to mother and Omena told the parents 
what she liked, wanted – in the end, the parents took her to the Mayo 
Clinic where she got some help

COR: people don’t realize that people who are not speaking are not necessarily limited:
have a lot going on in hearts and minds; one girl came in intentionally and 
could not speak – yet her job was far beyond where the most of us are – she 
came in to link with colour and vibration – applies to many autistic people too

O: the parents of this girl are so very involved with her condition: they are active in
creating funding and support for the girl and the 2% of the world who have that
condition as well – the girl came in to start all of that. It’s not a tragedy but a 
triumph! 

Caller/R: asks for contact with one grandmother; how she is – has been on caller’s mind
O: she’s on your mind as she’s been visiting her – seems you have an issue

• be more specific in what you want, and she will try and help
• her hand – pinched nerve maybe – when she wakes in the morning

O: body is not aligned when she is sleeping: more pressure that is on the right hand 
side where she sleeps – she is out of alignment when she sleeps – some 
adjustments will allow the blocked energy to flow – believes in chiropractors

who deal with the actual misalignment 
• Tell my grandma she loves her – such an inspriation

O: she knows that 
• she’s was hippy, jolly 

O: yes – and she suggests the caller look at the lighter things

Caller/MA:  daughter and husband having difficulties are they together /will caller and 
daughter be sharing an apartment”
O: Daughter wants to work it out – he’s more stubborn - does not want to 

acknowledge  there’s an issue – it’s a communication issue. Just sit back, send 
the angels to help them work it out – stop worrying about it – it is between 
them to work it out - 

• thank you!!!  Asks about her brother-in-law at 72 with leukemia -
O: won’t pass – he’s not made a decision to pass; willing to trust and see what will 

come out of it
•  she gave it to good and higher powers and taking his calls – sounds OK

Caller/J/FL: messages from her own angels
O: one spiritual guide – pay more attention to decisions you’re trying to make – be 

clearer in what you want, desire; spirit guide having a hard time gettting 
through – need to be clearer in asking  spiritual team, angels

• Asks about accessing her past lives
O: past live as a young girl lost in a forest, looking for her way – panic a bit – almost 

like she has a fear of the unknown – they are saying it’s OK to have a fear of 
the unknown, yet should not let that get in the way of making the changes

• any close family members watching over her? Give the names 
O: the aunt is here; she help the cousin pas sover – it was time for him to pass – she 

does halep famil members pass over
• Thanks to O
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Rama: how out of control things are in Florida: against the law to power 
2017-09-18  Solar Powered Floridians Forced To Sit In The Dark Because Of FPL And

State Government 
Randy: explains how things work           [SEE ARTICLE BELOW]
T: also in NM: can have all the solar panels you want but you are still charged full price for 

the power
O: in Conn can buy a police sqaud car detector – and are fined if you get caught using it!

T: AA Michael in charge of DC – ask him for his report from his view point
O: He is working through Meuller, and his whole army is behind Mueller – the energy M has 

so he can sweep through things & will continue to do so; AAM won’t allow the earthly 
things to step in – also protecting Mueller and his team – they are after justice

COR: has a sense that M knows that he’s compromised; yet he is walking a thin line – knows 
he had to do with 9/aa - has justice energy about him: Trump hit the wrong button 
with this guy!

O: With Michael joing the forces, he is allowing Mueller to help pay off his karma – won’t 
interfere with the man’s consciousness – that will be dealt with in time;  has given him
the energy, the strenght, the clarity to do what he has to do - Mueller will only think of
the job he has to do; he will complete it and will deal later with whatever chips fall
• He has no fear around what he is doing: clarity and justice
• Michael’s sword is cutting through the crap – that sword is very busy: like going 
through a jungle and cutting down the weeds.

MR: some people who want to come to the farm and help her – any guidance on which one?
O: both male? One is interested in doing this for the higher good, the other just wants to 

make money
•  go from the heart with them and she’ll know if she can trust them – they both see 

her as easy to be taken advantage of so be aware of that; the younger one is 
aware of the advantages and trying to persuade the older who is a little reluctant

COR: good advice: sees same thing O sees

Caller/MA: one more question: names of guardian angels?
O: Rory is one; Maura – both to help and protect her.

• Thank you!!!

O: Angels never usually give their names – will give the names for those needing help – 
people invoking their name brings down the energy 
COR: never thought of angels as having names
O: for people just waking up and raising their vibrations, having the names allows 

a tangible connection, especially when they are just starting out
•  Her lady today calls on angels by their names all the time!  
• O always asks them and they are so gracious to comply!

MR: has never thought of asking angels - 
O: we know most of Angels from christian backgrounds

•  Michael is now on the mission of calling back his angels who fell out of his army – what 
caused them to fall is what is causing them to fail in daily life; O connects those who 
need that connection with AAM

T: looking for his lost angels in DC is a good idea right now!!!
O: Mueller has that energy – can see it in his face and his walk!
T: that provides an option for people who have no other options
O: most of the people in Washington are asleep – it’s about time for them to wake up!!
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Caller/WA: her grandfather – Royal King; she was close with both grandparents – assumes he’ll 
come back as her grand-daughter in a few years

O: he has no intention to come back – not interested in re-carnating; yet the child who will 
come in has karmic ties to that person, so he remains in higher realms to do service 
as a guide 

O: it was the grandfather’s karma [being taken to an orphnage] – had to learn to stand in 
own power – and bring out compassion big time; was his karma to come into this 
world and learn those things, and now he’s becoming a guide

C: didn’t understand what had happened to him as a child

C to MR: do people just know when that kind of energy transfer happens? 
MR: 5 weeks after he passed, she was out walking and Robert came to her and said it was possible

for their energies to merge; they talked and she agreed. The young couple she was with 
knew both of them, and when M told them she’d just had an energy experience, the young 
man said immediately there was more male energy present than there was before
•  O has also validated this
• Robert is saying to use his energy when you talk to the men about the farm: call in the male energy

C: yes she has been helped; will call and set up a session.
O: go to the website, check out her services: trust and allow – things will come togheter for

the higher good - 
C: Whichever way it goes, she is at a point of autonomy – can live with either answer.  

Caller/IL: about ex husband who transcended around Christmas last year – does he have 
anything to say: His family did not like her; she didn’t know the situation around his passing
O: to do with some heart problem; he’s sorry, still loves you – definitely appreciates her 

• let go of any differences they may have had – he’s still adjusting – has much to 
learn; very appreciative

• Thank you

Caller/Za: about past lives 
O: very foggy – fogginess in brain: fear of failure from past lives – find passion and do it

•  In both times, he dies young – soldier in one; female in other – both times left the 
earth because it was too much. 
•  Is of a feminine nature which has to do with how he processes events 

C: what about working with energy, the angels?
O: First raise your consciousness, listen to your heart, gut – same thing; don’t worry too 

much about 
•  Sees no spiritual people around at the moment; means may not be ready for them – just ask! 
•  You have good energy – just uses it.

T: got the impression that taking a walk in the forest, where there’s a pretty garden would be 
helpful; meet the fairies and ask them

Contact Information
e-mail: omenacentr  e  777  @gmail.  co  m
Website: omena777.com
Phone: 860-871-6076
Readings: through Skype, phone, in person

COR: ascensiontimes@gmail.com
carolineoceanaryan.com lots of free content; started an abundance group – Oct 4 

is next call – she channels for most of the time now
MR: Phone: 317-773-0061 stargatemarietta@gmail.com 

Closing: thanks to listeners, callers.
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

2017-09-26 Cold Comfort: Trump's refusal to send hospital ship tips his plan to abandon Puerto 
Rico 

By DocDawg 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/9/26/1701669/-Cold-Comfort-Trump-s-refusal-to-send-
hospital-ship-tips-his-plan-to-abandon-Puerto-Rico

The US Navy's Mercy-class hospital ship, USNS Comfort, nowhere near Puerto Rico. 

A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.
- U.S. Navy Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper

Eight hundred and ninety-four feet long, 106 feet wide, and weighing 69,360 tons, USNS Comfort is a 
complete ocean-going medical facility with 1,000 patient beds including 80 for intensive care patients. Along 
with 12 operating rooms she boasts a complete dental clinic, optometry lab and pharmacy, X-ray machines, 
CT scanners, oxygen and fresh water production plants, capacity to store 5,000 units of blood, laundry 
operations, and a morgue. 

She’s the size of a 20th century supertanker. Indeed, she was a supertanker — the SS Rose City — until 
purchased by the Navy in 1987 and converted to serve her current lifesaving mission. She and her sister ship
in the Pacific, USNS Mercy, are among the rare few assets of the obscenely wealthy US military devoted 
exclusively to saving, rather than to taking, lives.

But today, as Puerto Rico and its 3.4 million American citizens slowly die with the island’s hospitals without
power and in ruins, Comfort remains snugly berthed in her home port of Norfolk, Virginia.
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Why? Because, according to a Pentagon spokesperson, it just won’t fit.

Thomas LaCrosse, the Pentagon’s director of defense support to civil authorities, said 
U.S. officials discussed deploying the USNS Comfort to Puerto Rico over the weekend 
but decided that it should stay in Norfolk because it could not get close enough to 
any port to avoid using helicopter support to get patients to and from the 
ship.

True enough, the behemoth ship’s deep draft of 30+ feet bars it from San Juan harbor’s 32 to 35 
foot channels even at the best of times (and these are far from San Juan’s best times). But, 
unmentioned in the WaPo article quoted above, that’s nothing new for the Comfort, which 
routinely anchors a mile or two offshore to serve disaster sites, as it did following Haiti’s 
devastating earthquake or, again, as it fearlessly did in 2007 in the teeth of a “storm of a decade”
off Corinto, Nicaragua, where it anchored 1.5 miles offshore to receive patients. It is such a 
common fact in the life of this ship of mercy that militaryfactory.com notes as a mere aside that

Comfort has a deep draft and, in many ports, she has to stand offshore at least a mile.
To receive wounded, Comfort has a large day-and-night helo pad.

Puerto Ricans, like all other American citizens, should be deeply chilled by the Trump 
administration’s stubborn refusal to deploy the Comfort, buttressed by such a transparently flimsy
excuse. Because if they’re lying about the reason for their decision, then we must ask what the 
real reason is...and the answer is terrifying.

It can only be this: Trump intends to abandon Puerto Rico at the first opportunity, leaving its 3.4 
million American citizens in their current Stone Age hell forever.

Yes, the U.S. military is currently mounting an impressive (if still woefully inadequate) “air bridge”
between the mainland and San Juan using National Guard C-130 Hercules cargo planes from 
around the U.S. But the convenient thing about even such gigantic cargo planes is that they can 
disappear quietly once the government loses its commitment to their mission. They’re constantly 
flying in and out of San Juan right now — who but the helpless and voiceless will notice on the day
that 10 fly out, but only 9 return with more supplies? And then 8. And then 6. And, finally, none. 
In contrast, a gigantic white ship of mercy weighing anchor and steaming off over the horizon, 
never to return, is damn hard for anyone to miss.
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Trump is leaving the Comfort safe in Norfolk’s harbor because he does not intend to devote the 
years of effort, and the hundreds of billions of dollars, it will require to lift Puerto Rico back out of 
the Stone Age. And he doesn’t want to make that too obvious when the quiet pull-out soon 
begins.

Adiós, Puerto Rico. Vaya con Dios.

This is #TrumpsKatrina.

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/9/26/1701669/-Cold-Comfort-Trump-s-refusal-to-send-
hospital-ship-tips-his-plan-to-abandon-Puerto-Rico
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The Oracle Report : Thursday, September 21, 2017
New Moon Phase: begin, set clear intentions

Moon in Libra

Sun: (after 3:31 pm ET/7:31 pm UT) 30 Virgo - "having an urgent task to complete, 
a man does not look to any distractions"

True Alignments: applying oneself, maintaining focus, determination, completing, 
maintaining one's direction/true path

Catalysts for Change: distraction, procrastination, swayed, excuses, missed opportunities

Earth: (after 3:31 pm ET/7:31 pm UT) 30 Pisces - "a majestic rock formation 
resembling a face is idealized by a boy who takes it up as his ideal of greatness, and 
as he grows up, begins to look like it"

True Alignments: setting/achieving goals or outcome, seizing one's will/willpower, 
wishes granted/hope fulfilled, culmination or coming to a conclusion, tangible, 
physical manifestation of or progress

The message of the Sabian symbols is short, simple, and sweet today: aim high and carry out.

See you tomorrow, wise owls.

The Oracle Report for Wednesday, September 20, 2017

New Moon Phase: begin, set clear intentions

Moon in Libra

Sun: (after 2:58 pm ET/6:58 pm UT) 28 Virgo - "a man gaining secret 
knowledge from an ancient scroll he is reading"

True Alignments: the missing piece, sourcing, inner wisdom, consulting ancient 
information, seeking an answer, winning, gains

Catalysts for Change: feeling lost or a loss, incomprehensible, living in the past, 
secrets, disinformation, ancient knowledge allowed only to the few

Earth: (after 2:58 pm ET/6:58 pm UT) 28 Pisces - "light breaking into many 
colors as it passes through a prism"

True Alignments:  breaking down a task or issue into parts, analysis, myriad of 
possibilities, gaining insight and clarity, journeys, fluid, letting the sunshine in

Catalysts for Change: overdoing or overthinking, emotionally shattered, loss of 
joy, rigid parameters and routines, refusing to see the light/truth

Welcome to the New Moon in Virgo!

Later today the Sun will move from it's New Moon degree of "a bald-headed man who has 
seized power." This energetic is in effect all month long, but strongest until 2:58 pm ET today, 
when the Sun will move to "a man gaining secret knowledge from an ancient scroll he is 
reading." It is wise to seek some ancient knowledge while we are "carpe diem-ing" today.
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When the energetic of "a man gaining secret knowledge from an ancient scroll he is reading" is 
in effect, it is a good idea to go back to the tried and true sources of wisdom to see what they 
have to say in the light of this day. Ancient knowledge grows with us. It is evergreen. It is only 
"secret" until we discover it. What is your go-to Source material? Most likely this or some other
material is calling you. Follow impulses and synchronicities that direct you to listen or read 
something today.This will help uncover what we need to know right now.

The degree of the Earth, "light breaking through into many colors as it passes through a 
prism," tells us to break things into their simplest parts in order to understand or solve them. If
you are experiencing uncertainty, questions, or a feeling of inner emptiness, look at the 
individual components of the situation and then try to see how they fit together. Light will shine
to help you see a bigger picture. Beauty shines through with this symbol, which perfectly 
ushers in the month when the Mahavidya Shodashi, Goddess of Beauty and Goddess Who 
Aligns With Our Highest and Best, is at our side.

Over the next two and a half days while the Moon transits Libra, it will amplify the current 
Jupiter-Uranus opposition. In the New Moon recording, I discussed that Jupiter + Uranus = Big 
Changes. Things are likely to come out of the blue and change rapidly. Uranus does not make 
changes unless it is necessary, so we can trust where they are leading. (We really can.) Jupiter
and Uranus will make exact opposition on September 27/28, when changes will be strongest.

Yesterday I recorded the New Moon in Virgo overview (and answered questions submitted by 
wise owls) and joined Phoenix on his show to discuss the Revelation 12 Sign/September 23, 
the astrology of Trump, Kim the Rocket Man, and Hillary Clinton, and the awesome 
opportunities available to us. Many wise owls have already listened to these and said they were
some of our best ones yet. These two recordings are posted on the homepage of Oracle Report 
if you would like to listen.

The Moon in Libra advises us to return to beauty and balance. That sounds like a good plan 
today.

Much love to all!

 http://www.oraclereport.com
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2017-09-28 The Jones Act, the obscure 1920 shipping regulation strangling Puerto Rico,
explained 

Protectionism and exploitation at its worst.

Updated by Matthew Yglesias  @mattyglesias  matt@vox.com   Sep 28, 2017, 8:47am EDT 

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/27/16373484/jones-act-puerto-rico

 

Dennis M. Rivera Pichardo for The Washington Post via Getty Images 

The island of Puerto Rico is devastated, with millions lacking power, infrastructure destroyed, 
homes damaged, and an entire year’s worth of agricultural output essentially ruined. Like any 
disaster-struck place, it will be in need of supplies brought it from elsewhere in the country. 

But getting goods from the US mainland to Puerto Rico is much more expensive than sending 
them to Texas or even to other Caribbean islands as a result of a century-old man-made disaster 
that’s been crippling the island’s economy for a long time. 

Meet the Jones Act, an obscure 1920 regulation that requires that goods shipped from one 
American port to another be transported on a ship that is American-built, American-owned, and 
crewed by US citizens or permanent residents. 

For most Americans, this isn’t a big deal — it enriches a small number of American shipowners 
while introducing some weird distortions into the overall pattern of economic activity in the United
States.

For the residents of the island of Puerto Rico, though, the Jones Act is huge. Basic shipments of 
goods from the island to the US mainland, and vice versa, must be conducted via expensive 
protected ships rather than exposing them to global competition. That makes everything Puerto 
Ricans buy unnecessarily expensive relative to goods purchased on either the US mainland or 
other Caribbean islands, and drives up the cost of living on the island overall. 
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Thursday morning, the Trump administration belated acceded to requests to grant the island a 
temporary waiver from the law’s requirements, a move that should help somewhat with the 
immediate disaster relief.

At @ricardorossello request, @POTUS has authorized the Jones Act be 
waived for Puerto Rico. It will go into effect immediately. 

Sarah Sanders (@PressSec) September 28, 2017 

“A humanitarian crisis is about to explode in Puerto Rico,” Nelson Denis, a former New York State 
Assembly member who’s written a book on Puerto Rico, wrote days earlier in a New York Times 
op-ed on “The Law Strangling Puerto Rico.” “But the consequences of Jones Act relief would be 
immediate and powerful.”

But a short-term waiver doesn’t address the law’s real damage to the island. Puerto Rico faces a 
staggering array of long-term economic challenges beyond the hurricane, and the Jones Act 
serves as a major impediment to addressing any of them. If it can’t be simply repealed 
altogether, exempting Puerto Rico from the law would be an easy way for Congress to boost the 
island’s fortunes at no cost to the average American.

The Jones Act is a 97-year-old law protecting American shipbuilding

The Jones Act is the shorthand name for the Merchant Marine Act of 1920, whose primary author 
was Sen. Wesley Jones of Washington. (It’s not to be confused with the Jones-Shafroth Act of 
1917, which is also critically important to Puerto Rican history but which was sponsored by Rep. 
William Atkinson Jones of Virginia and relates to the legal status of the island.)

The goal of the legislation was to ensure the existence of a thriving US-owned commercial 
shipping industry, a topic that had become salient during World War I, when blockades 
underscored the close link between maritime commerce and warfare. 

One section of the law requires goods transported by ship from one US destination to another to 
be carried on US-flagged ships that were constructed in the United States, owned by US citizens, 
and crewed by US legal permanent residents and citizens. The idea, basically, is that in case of 
war there should always be a big supply of American-made, American-owned, American-crewed 
ships that could be counted on (and, if necessary, conscripted) to supply American commerce 
even in hazardous conditions.

One could certainly imagine an alternative universe in which the law was a smashing success. 
Protectionism for US merchant shipbuilding and US-owned and US-crewed merchant ships could 
have nurtured an infant industry and turned the United States into a globally competitive 
maritime powerhouse. 

That’s not what happened. Instead, global oceanic shipbuilding is dominated by Asian countries, 
with China, South Korea, Japan, the Philippines, and Taiwan dwarfing American production. US 
output of merchant ships is even fairly tiny compared to combined European production. 
According to Daniel Pearson of the Cato Institute, US merchant vessels carry about 2 percent of 
the world’s cargo, far down from the 25 percent they carried 60 years ago. 

Rather than nurturing the creation of a global shipping powerhouse, protectionism for US 
shipbuilders has allowed the industry to survive despite being laughably uncompetitive in global 
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terms. In most cases, that works out okay in practice because the United States has one of the 
world’s most robust networks of freight rail. The problem is that when disaster strikes, it would 
often be useful to mobilize boats quickly. And of course you can’t ship anything by train to Puerto 
Rico. 

The Jones Act is a big deal for Puerto Rico

The result of all of this is that in Puerto Rico — where incomes are much lower on average than in 
the mainland US — the cost of living is far higher than it needs to be.

According to John Frittelli’s 2014 analysis for the Congressional Research Service, it costs about 
twice as much to operate a ship complying with the Jones Act as a typical ship used for 
international cargo. Drewry Maritime Research concluded in 2013 that US-built, Jones-compliant 
vessels cost about four times as much to build as comparable foreign ships. 

More expensive ships that are more expensive to operate add up to a situation in which Jones-
compliant shipping is much more expensive than non-Jones shipping. 

“The cost of shipping a standard-size container from New York to Puerto Rico has been much 
higher than shipping it to Jamaica,” writes North Carolina State University economics professor 
Thomas Grennes. “Similarly, the cost of shipping from Los Angeles to Hawaii has been higher than
the cost of shipping the same product from Los Angeles to Shanghai.”

An absence of domestic port-to-port shipping is an occasional distortion for the US mainland, but 
it’s a systemic economic impediment for places like Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico, in 
particular, is so close to the United States that the most cost-effective way to transport many 
goods there would be for ships to stop off en route to a mainland port. But under the Jones Act, 
foreign-originating goods must be dropped off in Jacksonville and then shipped to Puerto Rico via 
an exorbitantly expensive Jones-compliant vessel. Likewise, it costs far more to ship US-produced 
goods to Puerto Rico than it does to Jamaica. 

This raises the cost of living on Puerto Rico, makes Puerto Rico an unattractive place to produce 
goods bound for the US mainland, and has the bizarre effect of putting Puerto Rico at a 
competitive disadvantage to other Caribbean islands as a destination for American tourists. 

In the US Virgin Islands, which are exempt from the law, US-made goods are about half as 
expensive, while the cost of living in Puerto Rico is 13 percent higher than on the American 
mainland. Food on Puerto Rico costs twice as much as it does in Florida, and that’s before the 
devastation of the island’s agriculture by Hurricane Maria.

There are a few policy options for relief

In the short term, the Trump administration should issue a broad temporary waiver of the Jones 
Act so that supplies could more easily reach Puerto Rico from the American mainland. While the 
American people will likely be generous with their charitable contributions of both money and 
supplies, it’s fairly perverse to have a healthy chunk of that generosity soaked up by monopolist 
shipowners rather than going to the actual delivery of food and medicine to people in need.

But the Jones Act relief shouldn’t stop there. 
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Unlike Houston, Puerto Rico isn’t a thriving place that happens to have been hit by a serious 
natural disaster. It’s a poor place by American standards whose economy has been in shambles 
for about a decade and whose bankrupt government is now hamstrung by its creditors. It badly 
needs an overall improvement in economic conditions — some kind of prospect for long-term 
growth — and permanently lifting the Jones Act is one of the more powerful levers at federal 
disposal for doing that. Reducing the cost of living on the island will make it a more attractive 
destination for tourism and retirees, while giving the island at least some shot of developing 
export industries and raising living standards for residents. 

This could, of course, be achieved by simply repealing the Jones Act, as Sen. John McCain has 
proposed several times, most recently in July. 

If that’s too much for the shipbuilding industry to swallow, a narrow law exempting Puerto Rico 
from its reach could be a helpful idea. Alternatively, a midsize law that would narrow the Jones 
Act to the contiguous 48 states might pick up the congressional delegations of Alaska and Hawaii 
as champions while lifting Puerto Rico incidentally.

But the risk for the island is that while the immediate devastation of Hurricane Maria is leading to 
a brief surge in attention, the subject of maritime regulation will likely soon slip back into its 
customary obscurity — dragging down Puerto Rico’s economy more out of indifference than 
malice. 

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/27/16373484/jones-act-
puerto-rico
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2017-09-20   All In with Chris Hayes – Transcript of interview with Sen Tim Kaine re: the latest 

Republican ObamaCare repeal bill. 

[From http://www.msnbc.com/transcripts/all-in/2017-09-20]

HAYES: As Republicans prepare to vote next week on their latest ObamaCare repeal bill, they`re 
replicating the same process they`ve tried time and time again, attempting essentially to 
sneak the bill through before anybody gets a very good look at it. But the backlash is 
already beginning to grow. 

The CBO won’t have time to fully analyze the so-called Graham-Cassidy bill, but today a 
consulting firm of Avalere Health released a study showing the bill would cut federal 
funding to states by $215 billion through 2026. That number skyrocketing to more than $4 
trillion, that’s correct, over a 20-year period. That`s because the funding runs out after 
the budget window.

Now, meanwhile, just about every professional, medical and industry group opposes this 
legislation as they have previous versions, including America`s Health Insurance Plans and 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, both representing, of course, insurers. 

Then there`s the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, the American 
Nurses Association and a coalition of 16 patient and provider groups that include groups 
like the American Cancer Society and the March of Dimes. 

Today, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie came out against Graham-Cassidy echoing other high-
profile Republican governors who signed a letter also in opposition to the bill. 

But perhaps the biggest blow Graham-Cassidy came from a late-night Talk Show Host, comedian 
Jimmy Kimmel, who first entered in the health care debate nay after his newborn son went
through open heart surgery, inspiring what Senator Bill Cassidy, who`s a co-sponsor of 
this current bill called “the Jimmy Kimmel test.” 

Well, last night, Kimmel said Cassidy`s own plan fails that test.

[VIDEO CLIP from Kimmel show]

KIMMEL: Now, I don`t know what happened to Bill Cassidy, but when he was on this publicity 
tour, he listed his demands for a health care bill very clearly. 

These were his words. He said he wants coverage for all, no discrimination based on pre-existing 
conditions, lower premiums for middle-class families and no lifetime caps. And guess what,
the new bill does none of those things. 

Not only did Bill Cassidy fail the Jimmy Kimmel test, he failed the Bill Cassidy test. He failed his 
own test. And you don`t see that happen very much. And this guy, Bill Cassidy, just 
lied right to my face. Call your Congressperson, that`s the number. 
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Go to your Congressperson, whoever he or she is, 202-224-3121. You have to do – you can`t just
click “like” on this video. Tell them this bill doesn`t pass your test.

[END VIDEO CLIP]

HAYES: Today, MSNBC’s Kasie Hunt asked Cassidy and the co-sponsor of the bill Senator Lindsey 
Graham for their response.

[BEGIN VIDEO CLIP]

SEN. LINDSEY GRAHAM (R) SOUTH CAROLINA: I wish he would have called Senator Cassidy and 
asked him if what I`m reading true because you heard some liberal talking points that are 
absolute garbage.

He bought it hook, line and sinker and I don`t like the idea of calling this good man a liar 
without ever talking to him first. That really says more about Mr. Kimmel than does Dr. 
Cassidy.

KASIE HUNT, MSNBC POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT: But states would be able to not cover people 
with pre-existing conditions –

GRAHAM: That`s garbage. Where were you getting this garbage?

HUNT: Well, they would – they would be able to ask out if they –

SEN. BILL CASSIDY (R), LOUISIANA: The legislation – the legislation specifically says that the 
state applying for a waiver would have to ensure that those with pre-existing conditions 
would have access to adequate and affordable coverage.

[END VIDEO CLIP]

HAYES: Senator Tim Kaine was the Democrat`s Vice Presidential candidate in 2016. Now, sits on 
the Senate Health Committee which has over-sighted health care in a normal process 
would be having hearings on this but isn`t. 

So you saw your colleagues call this idea that there`s no protections for folks with pre-existing 
conditions garbage. Are they right?

SEN. TIM KAINE (D), VIRGINIA: Chris, this does not protect people with pre-existing conditions 
and that`s one of the three horrible aspects of the Graham-Cassidy bill. So, let`s talk 
about it. They`re saying, no, we protect you but states get the right to waive essential 
health benefits which right now they cannot waive. They have to be provided. 

So you could basically get a policy written on somebody with diabetes. OK, well, we`ll write you a 
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policy but it doesn`t cover insulin. Or you know, you`re somebody who needs cancer 
treatment, I`ll write you a policy, it doesn`t cover chemotherapy.

I`m a woman, I`d like maternity care. We`re going to write you a policy, it just doesn`t cover 
maternity care. So the whole heart of this pre-existing condition argument is you ought to 
be able to get coverage that includes coverage for your condition but the waiver of 
essential health benefits allows states to write you a policy that doesn`t even cover 
the condition that you have and that`s why the bill flunks the Kimmel test and everybody 
with a pre-existing condition is scared to death about what this bill would mean.

HAYES: I want to give the argument that the bill`s co-sponsors I think would make which is that 
in order to get the waiver, the state has to certify that people have access to affordable 
care. That`s what you saw Senator Cassidy talking about. Do you think that that 
essentially won`t mean anything when implemented?

KAINE: Chris Hayes, a state would say that and then it would be up to Tom Price, who hates the 
Affordable Care Act, who hates Medicaid, who is against all of these programs, it would be 
up to him to say, oh, yes, I agree with you. You`re fine. There is no protection. 

It`s going to be a race to the bottom and the pre-existing condition argument it`s a – it`s a slight
of hand. They`ll write you a policy but it doesn`t have to cover the condition that you 
have. And that`s why Jimmy Kimmel says you`ve got to be kidding me. Now we`ll move 
to the second – the second bad part of this bill – go ahead.

HAYES: Well, I want to ask you about another part of this. Maybe this is what you`re moving on 
to, which is about this strange interstate transfer of money.

KAINE: Yes. Weird.

HAYES: It is weird.

KAINE: Weird.

HAYES: Although, you`re in a sort of opposite position as someone, say, like Rob Portman, right? 
So, Rob Portman is in Ohio where they have Medicaid expansion. Ohio is going to be a net 
loser. You represent Virginia which hasn`t expanded and which has –stands to gain 
essentially -- in fact, Senator Cassidy is shouting out Virginia as one of the beneficiaries of 
this bill. If you`re going to get more money under this, then why don`t you like it?

KAINE: In the short term and you`re right, this is the second bad piece of this bill. So, you take 
all of the money that right now we`re spending on the Affordable Care Act. Over the next 
ten years, you reduce that by $240 million, which drives premiums up and then at the end 
of ten years you eliminate it. Now, but then to obscure it, Chris, you shuffle it all around in 
the first ten years so some states get more, some states get less. 

Bottom line is, the money that`s coming to people under ObamaCare gets slashed by $240 billion 
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over the next 10 years and then completely eliminated.

They`re trying to buy a few states off by giving some states a little more and others get less. But 
you can`t take $240 billion out of this. Most of that money is tax credits to help people buy
insurance. So if you take that money out, you can reshuffle it all you want, taking $240 
billion out increases premiums and hurts people and the estimate is, capped at an estimate
that said about 800,000 Virginians could stand to lose coverage by this. 

Again, just like the pre-existing condition thing, they are going through a lot of efforts to hide 
what is really happening that now let me get to the third part of the bill which is the worst part of it.

HAYES: OK.

KAINE: They say this is repeal and replace ObamaCare but why go after Medicaid? This is what 
they did in – even the House didn`t go after the base Medicaid program but the Senate did
and this bill does, too. 

It puts caps on the Medicaid program, the core Medicaid program that existed before there was 
the Affordable Care Act and those caps would take about $120 million out of Medicaid over 
the next ten years, and that number would grow in future years. 

Why are they so fixed on trying to attack Medicaid? In Virginia and most places, 55 to 60 percent 
of the recipients of Medicaid are children.

If you need a wheelchair to go to school, it`s Medicaid that`s paying the wheelchair and it`s 
usually Medicaid that`s reimbursing the school system for the services that they`re 
providing you. But why are they going after Medicaid? 

This whole thing, in my view, it`s a big smoke screen. They want to get rid of ObamaCare but 
what they really are fixated upon is going after Medicaid. 

The Medicaid program didn`t have anything to do – the core program with ObamaCare, but 
that`s what they`re going after and they are probably doing so they can take all of these 
savings and make it part of their big tax cut plan that they`re going to bring up next month.

HAYES: All right. Senator Tim Kaine, thank you.

KAINE: Absolutely.

[Read full transcript at http://www.msnbc.com/transcripts/all-in/2017-09-20]
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2017-09-18  Solar Powered Floridians Forced To Sit In The Dark Because Of FPL And State 
Government 

By m2c4 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/9/18/1699490/-Solar-Powered-Floridians-Forced-To-Sit-
In-The-Dark-Because-Of-FPL-And-State-Government

We see many examples of the negative effects of monopoly power with little effective oversight, 
the Equifax debacle just to cite one. Even worse, however, is monopoly power that has captured 
the regulatory oversight that monitors it. That appears to be the case in Florida with Florida Power
and Light (FPL).

A Miami New Times article points out the billions in dollars that FPL gained through rate increases 
in order to be more prepared for hurricanes was apparently totally ineffective, as 90% of FPL’s 
customers lost power when Irma hit. That includes areas on the east coast of the state where 
winds only reached the strength of a Category 1 hurricane. Despite supposedly spending $2 billion
to reinforce more than 500 critical power lines and trimming trees near power lines, a major cause
of power loss, the damage to the power grid was substantially more extensive than the Category 
2 hurricane, Wilma, that struck the state in 2005. Now, obviously, there were differences between
the two hurricanes, especially as Irma’s more destructive side hit Florida. But the billions of 
dollars spent by FPL preparing for a storm just like this does not seem to have had much effect.

FPL had also set up a new information system for customers so that they could check online to 
see when the power returned to their home and plan their return accordingly. That system was 
not only often unreachable but also continually provided false information, as homeowners 
returned only to find out that there was still no power despite what the FPL site said.

While the $2 billion that went in to supposedly preparing for the next hurricane may seem like a 
lot of money, FPL specifically avoided spending money on measures that really would protect the 
power grid. That would include burying more power lines underground, reducing the loss of power
due to wind damage. Instead FPL, implemented yet another $800 million rate hike to build one 
backup natural gas and two nuclear power plants. And FPL has fought tooth and nail to run the 
main power lines from those reactors above ground rather than burying them.

In addition, FPL has been attempting to limit the use of solar power so that it only benefits FPL. 
The company has been fighting the net-metering law that allows solar power to be sold back to 
FPL for years. Last year, FPL spend $8 million pushing a ballot initiative that was promoted as 
being pro-solar but actually would have ended net-metering entirely.

Most egregious, however, is the fact that there are probably thousands of homes in Florida that 
currently have solar panels and could power their own homes while FPL tries to restore power to 
them. But FPL and Florida law specifically prohibits these homeowners from doing that. According 
to the New Times, “FPL’s lobbying wing has fought hard against letting Floridians power their own 
homes with solar panels. Thanks to power-company rules, it’s impossible across Florida to simply 
buy a solar panel and power your individual home with it. You are instead legally mandated to 
connect your panels to your local electric grid. More egregious, FPL mandates that if the power 
goes out, your solar-power system must power down along with the rest of the grid, robbing 
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potentially needy people of power during major outages”. This creates the insane situation where 
thousands of Floridians are capable of powering their own homes in the wake of this hurricane but
are forbidden to do so and remain in the dark because of FPL rules.

In the past, it was perfectly understandable for power companies to be a regulated monopoly. But
the advances in renewables and battery technology is making many of those rules obsolete. More 
worrying is the fact that these monopolies are able to not only capture the regulatory authority 
but also the state legislatures in order to continue to milk the public in their monopoly position. 
FPL and it parent company made $1.7 billion in 2016 alone, nearly enough to offset the supposed 
$2 billion that they spent in over 12 years preparing for a storm like Irma. It sure looks like FPL 
got more from Floridians than Floridians got from FPL.

Originally published at tidalsoundings.blogspot.com on September 18, 2017.
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